Glazed & Terra Cotta

What are Glazed and Terra Cotta planters?
Campania's glazed and terra cotta planters are handmade from natural clay using traditional artisanal techniques and high-fired at temperatures between 990-1000 degrees centigrade to ensure frost resistance and durability. Glazed planters are coated with natural glazing elements that are baked onto the surface to enhance the products resistance to weathering.

Why choose Glazed or Terra Cotta?
The artisanal process and traditional kilns used to manufacture our handmade and hand-glazed containers create planters of unique beauty and character. This traditional craftsmanship offers a rich variety of textures, colors and finishes which will enhance any contemporary or traditional design project. Additionally, most of our outdoor glazed pottery can be used in the design of custom water features. For quality control, these natural clay planters are rigorously tested in freeze-thaw conditions. Our Glazed and Terra Cotta pottery is appropriate for use indoors and outdoors with proper planting and care in regions where freeze-thaw cycles exist.

Care & Maintenance
Terra cotta and earthenware planters are always slightly porous. The glazes used on our planters generally consist of natural, non-chemical components and thus the final color of the product will vary, making each piece unique. Please refer to Campania's outdoor planting instructions for proper winter care.

Outdoor Planting Instructions: There is no such thing as a 100% frost-proof planter. The freeze-thaw cycles that occur in winter will cause any water in the container to freeze and expand which may cause the container to crack. It is best to store the item in a dry place out of the elements. Our Glazed and Terra Cotta planters are equipped with pre-installed drainage holes to allow for drainage. The drain holes must be kept clear to maintain the longevity of your planter, especially in climates that undergo freeze thaw cycles in the winter. If you are unable to bring a planter out of the elements: We recommend covering the drain holes with a mesh screen or equivalent to keep debris from clogging the openings; Filling the bottom of the planter with non-porous drainage material; Filling the remainder of the planter with a well-draining soil mix that will not retain water; and lastly, covering the soil with decorative mulch or pine bark to the top rim of the planter to discourage water from pooling on the surface. For indoor use, Campania can source saucers for special orders and plugs are available upon request.

Cleaning Instructions: Campania Glazed and Terra Cotta planters can be cleaned with either mild soapy water or Windex® with Ammonia-D. Spray down the surface of the planter where it is dirty and use a lint-free cloth or sponge to wipe the surface. Note that it may take several cycles of wiping and drying before the planter is completely clean. Do not pressure wash, use alcohol based cleaners, apply corrosive cleaners or clean with anything abrasive.
Colors
Campania offers a wide variety of colors and textures across its full line of Glazed and Terra Cotta products. Please view our catalog or website to view all available color and texture options including, but not limited to:

**Glazed** - Campania’s Glazed planters are hand made from natural clay using traditional artisanal techniques and high-fired at temperatures between 990-1000 degrees centigrade.

**Rustic** - Campania’s handcrafted rustic ceramics are fired in traditional dragon kilns. This time honored, artisanal process creates glazes with rustic character, exceptional depth and unique beauty.

**Coral** - This handcrafted finish evokes the natural texture and beauty of tropical coral reefs.

**Aegean** - The special glazing process used in Campania’s Aegean Collection captures the characteristic beauty of ancient archaeological vessels.

**Angkor** - More colorful interpretation of our Aegean texture, this distinctive 2-step glazing technique creates artifact-like planters with rich textural appeal.

**Beachcomber** - Beachcomber combines our rustic Angkor texture with natural artisan glazes. This unexpected pairing of texture and color is a lively interpretation of traditional art pottery.

**Vicolo Antico** - Inspired by the haunting beauty and weathered pigments found along ancient Roman alleyways or “vicoli”, Campania’s Vicolo collection perfectly embodies the design philosophy of wabi-sabi, which finds beauty in imperfection and authenticity.

**Terra Cotta** - Handcrafted high-fired clay in a range of shapes and styles from Classic to Contemporary.

**Antico Terra Cotta** - Campania’s Antico collection is created from a buff/brown clay and has a soft weathered antique patina. Warm natural earth tones add balance and texture to both Traditional and Contemporary surroundings.

**Sandblasted Terra Cotta** - Traditional terra cotta planters are given added textural interest with a sandblasting technique. Color tones range from buff to burnt sienna.

**Asian Earthenware/Black Clay** - Traditionally used for domestic pottery including large water storage vessels, the dark brown clay of Asian Earthenware is fired at a high temperature which creates its distinctive rich brown color.

Please note that due to the hand-application process and photography, actual colors may vary from those depicted here.

The glazes used on our glazed planters generally consist of natural, non-chemical components and thus the final color of the product will vary, making each piece unique. Due to the processes used in the manufacturing of our hand-made and hand-glazed planters, any deviations with respect to firing, color, size, and cracking are not deemed to be defects but are natural occurrences in the manufacturing process. Please refer to Campania’s outdoor planting instructions for proper winter care.

Warranty
Campania International, Inc. provides a limited 3 year warranty for material and manufacturing defects only assuming proper product care and maintenance as described in Campania’s product specifications. Please refer to Campania’s care instructions for proper care and maintenance. In addition to the failure to properly care for and maintain the product, this limited warranty does not apply to any defects which occur in the color or surface of the product which are the result of natural weathering, exposure to the elements or improper winterization. Campania International, Inc. will not be held liable for any incidental or consequential damages, including but not limited to damage to any plants which may have been planted in the product.